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Description
Implement a multi-part parser in Rust for use in the HTTP parser. It should be generic enough that other parts of the engine can also use it w/o too many changes.

Related issues:
Related to Feature #2696: http parser in rust

In Review

History
#1 - 02/18/2020 10:25 AM - Victor Julien
- Related to Feature #2696: http parser in rust added

#2 - 05/25/2020 03:26 PM - Victor Julien
- Target version changed from 6.0.0beta1 to 7.0rc1

#3 - 11/06/2020 07:13 PM - Victor Julien
This might be done using the libhtp2 (rust libhtp) work underway. Libhtp contains a multipart parser I think, so this rust conversion would have this as well?